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A formula is established expressing the nonlinear dielectric permittivity tensor 
/3ijk (k, k'; w, w' ), which describes effects of second order in the electromagnetic field, in 
terms of the triple-time retarded Green's functions for electromagnetic radiation in matter. 
Derivation of the formula is based on application of the method of external currents and 
perturbation theory for the density matrix of the system. 

l. As is well known, [t,zJ in linear electrodynam
ics there is a definite relation between the Green's 
functions for electromagnetic radiation in a me
dium and its dielectric constant. In the present 
article we consider the case of an anisotropic me
di urn whose interaction with electromagnetic radi
ation is weakly nonlinearl3J and derive formulas 
expressing the nonlinear terms of the dielectric 
permittivity in terms of retarded Green's functions 
for the radiation in the medium. In this connec
tion we confine our attention to nonlinear effects 
of second order in the field. The medium is as
sumed to be homogeneous and nonmagnetic. The 
Gaussian system of units is used, in which we set 
n=c=l. 

2. As follows from the principle of causality, a 
nonlinear local relation between the displacement 
D and the intensity E of the electromagnetic field 
in a medium may be represented in the form 

00 

D; (r, t) = E; (r, t) + ~Iii ('r:)EJ (r, t- T) d'r: 
0 

00 00 

+ ~ ~ /ii~t(Ti>'t'z)EJ(r,t-'t't)Eh(r,t-'t'z)d't'td'r:z+ ... , 
0 0 

or for the Fourier component with respect to the 
time 

Di(r, w) = Ei(r, w) + ~iJ(w)EJ(r, w) 

00 

+ ~ ~iih(Wi> w- Wt)EJ(r, Wt)E~t(r, W- Wt)dwt + ... , 
(1) 

where 00 

~ij(W) = ~ /ii(T)ei"''"dT, 
0 

"""" ~iih ( W1, wz) = ~ ~ exp {i ( Wt't't + W2T2)} hih ( Tt, 't'z) dTt d'r:z, ... 
0 0 (2) 
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In what follows, we assume that the terms in 
(1) which are nonlinear in the field are small. 

We shall use the method of given external cur
rents jext ( r, w). LtJ Eliminating the magnetic 
field from the system of macroscopic Maxwell's 
equations, we obtain 

rotrotE(r,w)-w2D(r,w) =4:rtiwjext(r,w). (3)* 

In what follows, we omit superscript "ext" on j. 
In accordance with (1), we seek the solution of 

Eq. (3) in the form of an expansion 

E(r, w) = E(t>(r, w) + E<2>(r, w) + ... 
By the method of iterations we obtain 

L (rot rot) ;J- w2e;J (w) ]E}tl(r, w) = 4:rtiwjr (r, w), 

[(rot rot) ii- w2e;i ( w)] Ep>(r, w) 

(4) 

= w2 ~ dw 1 ~ijk{Wt, W- w1)E/f>(r, Wt)E~t<1>(r, W- Wt), ... ; 
(5) 

where 

e;i(w) = 6;J + ~iJ(w), rotrot;iEi =(rot rotE);. 

One can write down the solution by introducing 
the Green's function of Eq. (4), Gik(r, r1, w),CtJ 
which satisfies the following equation: 

[(rotrot);J- w2e;J]Gjz(r, r1; w} = 6il6(r- rt). (6) 

With the aid of this function we have 

E;<1>(r,.w) =·4:rtiw ~ d3rtGa(r,rt; w)jz(r~,w), (7) 

00 

E;<z> (r, w) = wz ~ d3r1 G;j (r, r1; w) ~ dwt ~Jkl ( Wt, w- Wt) 

*rot = curl. 
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Then changing to a Fourier representation with 
respect to the spatial coordinates, taking into con
sideration that in a homogeneous medium Gij only 
depends on the difference r - r 1, and also subs ti
tuting (7) into (8), we obtain 

here p = p ( 0) is the density matrix of the system, 
unperturbed by an external current. Correspond
ingly 

•:!v = A}0) + A}'l + Av( 2) + ... , A}n) = Sp tP1 n) A.). 

E/fl(k, w) = 4:n;iw(2:n;)3Gil(k, w)jz(k, w), (9 ) In particular, 

00 

EP>(k, w) = (4:n;iw)2(2:n;) 9 ~ dw1 w1(w- wi) ~ihz(w~, w- w1) 

X ~ d3k1 G;j(k,w)Gks(k~;w1) 

XG1p(k-k~, w-w1)j.(k1, w1)jp(k-k1, w-w1), ... (10) 

3. On the other hand, we can express the 
macroscopic fields E(1), E(2l, ... in terms of 
microscopic parameters with the aid of statistical 
averaging. In the presence of external currents, 
the Hamiltonian H0 of the system acquires the 
additional term 

Here 

A.. (r) = (A {r), i~ (r)) 

is the Schrodinger operator of the 4-vector poten
tials, 

j,(r, t) = (j(r, t), ip'(r, t)) 

is the 4-vector of the external currents. Here and 
in what follows, Greek indices label the compon
ents of 4-tensors, but Latin indices pertain to their 
spatial part; everywhere, summation over re
peated indices is to be understood. 

One can find the macroscopic average of the 
4-vector potential from the formula 

A.(r, t) = Sp(p' (t) A.(r, t)), 

where p' is the density matrix, and also it is con
venient to use the interaction representation in 
which 

and p' satisfies the equation 

op~?) =- i [U (t), p' (t)J, U = em,rtfe-iH,t. 

The solution of this equation, obtained by thE. 
method of successive approximations, has the 
form [(I 

where 
t t, 

p<n) = {- i)n ~ dt1 ~ dt2 .. · 
-oo -oo 

tn-1 

X ~ dtn [U (ti) (.,. [U (tn) p] ... ]; 
-oo 

00 

A,<1> {r, t) = - ~ dt1 ~ d3r1 ;v,,.R (r, t; r~, t1) j,. (r~, t1), (11) 

where :V~ ( r, t; r 1, t 1 ) is the usual double-time 
retarded l:ireen's function for the electromagnetic 
field. [1] Then it is not difficult to verify that 

00 oc 

A,(2) (r, t) = ~ dt1 ~ dtz 
-00 

where the triple-time retarded Green's function 
m~ T is determined by the following expression: 

;v~}l-T (r, t; r1, t1; rz, tz) = - e (t- t1) e (t!- tz) 

X Sp (p.[[A,(r, t), A,.(r1, t1) ]A~(rz, tz)]} (13) 

( e ( t) = 1 for t > 0 and e ( t) = 0 for t < 0 ) . 
The function :V~7 given by expression (13) 

only depends on the difference of time ( t - t 1, 

t - t 2 ) and, in a homogeneous medium -on the 
difference of the spatial arguments. Taking this 
fact into consideration, changing to the Fourier 
representation in (11) and (12) 

;v,,.R(r, t) = ~ d3k ~ dw ;v,,.R(k, w)exp {i(kr- wt)} 

and other equations, we obtain 

(14) 

A,<2>(k, w) = (2:n;) 8 ~ dw' ~ d3k' m~,.~(k', k- k'; w', (!)- w') 

Xj,.(k'w')Mk-k'; w-w'). (15) 

Now let us express the field Ej in terms of 

the retarded Green's functions ;vR by using the 
fact that 

a 
E;<n>(r, t) =- mA;<n>(r, t)- V icp<n>(r, t) 

or 

In particular, 

Ep>(k, w) =- (2:n;)'{[iwmi1R(k, w)- ki:V 01R(k, w) ]jz(k, w) 

+ [tw:VjoR(k, w)- kj:VooR(k, w)]fo(k, w)}. (16) 

Considering the equation of continuity, div j 
+ (8p/8t) = 0 or i(k·j)- wj 0 = 0, we write Eq. 
(16) in the form 

(17) 
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Similarly we can verify that 

E}2l(k, w) = (4niw) 2 (2n) 9 ~ dw' 

X.~ d3k' .;vfmn (k', k- k'; w', w- w') 

X jm(k', w')jn (k- k', w- w'); (19) 

For the sake of simplicity, we did not consider 
spatial dispersion [5] of the dielectric constant; 
however, generalization of the theory to this case 
is not difficult. Being given from the very begin
ning a nonlocal relation between D and E, it is 
necessary to also change in (1) to a Fourier repre
sentation with respect to the spatial coordinates, 
having written the nonlinear term in the form 

~ ~ii~t(k', k- k'; w', w- w')Ei(k', w') 

X E~t(k- k'; w- w') d3k'dw', 

E 1 [ ikm' 
fj)jmn = 4 . (2 )Z Sjmn +-,-Sjon + mw n w 

i(kn-kn') -S·m0 It is not difficult to verify that the final formula 
w-w' J 

_ km' (kn- kn') S· J 
w' ( w - w') JOO ' 

1 R ikj R 
Sjmn = 2 fj)jmn + 2W fj)Omn, 

1 R ikj 
S jOn = 2 fj) jOn + 2(1) fj) OOn 

(20) 

and similarly for Sjmo and Sjoo· All functions flJ 
and Sin Eq. (20) have (k', k- k'; w', w- w') as 
their argu~ents. 

Comparison of (17) and (19) with (9) and (10) 
enables us, in virtue of the arbitrariness of the 
external currents, to identify the functions fl)ff 
and Gij, and also to establish the fact that 

.;vfmn(k',k-k'; w', w~w') =w'(w-w')~kzs(w', ·w-w') 

X fl)ikE(k,w) f})zmE(k', w') fi)snE(k- k', w- w'). (21) 

As fol~ows from (6), the functions fl)fk satisfy 
the equatwn 

B;J (k, w) fJ) Jf (k, w) = 6;z, B;J = k26;j- k;kj- w2e;J(w). 

(22) 
As is evident from (22), the tensor Bij is sym-
metric; therefore the tensor $5 also is sym
metric. 

Multiplying both sides of (21) by 

B;J(k, w)Bpm(k', w')Brn(k- k', w- w') 

and summing over j, m, and n, it is not difficult to 
obtain the desired expression for /3ijk= 

~iik ( w, w') = (ww') - 1B;z (k + k', w + w') 

X BJm(k, w)B~tn(k', w') .;v{;,.n (k, k'; w, w'). 

Formula (23) is valid for arbitrary k and 
particular, one can set k = k' = 0; then 

, i(co+w')ww' . , 
~iik(w,w)= 4 (2n)3 eu(w+w) 

X l>jm ( w) Bkn ( w') fi) z!.n ( w, w'). 

(23) 

k'. In 

(24) 

(23) remains in force if f3ijk (k, k'; w, w') is sub-
stituted on the left. 

Thus, the nonlinear dielectric tensor is ex
pressed in terms of the linear approximation for 
the dielectric constants and the Fourier compon
ents of the triple-time retarded Green's functions 
for electromagnetic radiation in a medium. This 
enables one to apply the methods of quantum field 
theory in order to study the propagation of elec
tromagnetic waves in media possessing nonlinear 
properties. Similar methods may also be applied 
to the higher-order approximations. 

For various special choices of potential gauge, 
the general formula (20) determining D~k may 
be simplified. Thus, in the case of the gauge 
cp = 0, only the spatial components of D~'Y/3 and 
of the other quantities do not vanish. 

One can construct a specific expression for the 
functions Df mn in terms of the microscopic 
parameters of the medium by considering particu
lar forms of the Hamiltonians. 
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